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SELF MAPPINGS WITH CLOSED GRAPHS

V. P. Singh, G. I. Chae and R. P. Gihare

1. Introduction
Let X be a topological space and f : X -소 X the self mapping, f 

is said to have its closed graph i任 the set Gf — {(x, J(x)) : x E X} is 
closed in X X X. Equivalently, there exist a neighbohood (written by 
nbd) U oi x and a nbd V of y such that = 0 whenever (x,y)冬
Gf, In the arti 시 es [4], [5] and [6], implications of mappings with closed 
graphs have been examined. Separately in [1], several situations have 
been investigated regarding the composition of mappings with closed 
graphs.

This note is in fact an outcome of our basic attempt to give an unified 
approELch for separation axioms. However, we have been partially able 
to obtain such properties induced by the family of self mappings under 
some suitable conditions.

In the next section, we have also studied some algebraic properties of 
such family in the sense of their composition. Conversely, some results 
regarding each component of the composition have also been included. 
At the end, a result on the closed graph property of the evaluation 
mapping has been derived.

2. Notations and terminologies
Let X be the given topological space. Then
(1) F(X) denotes the family of all self mappings on X.
(2) G(X) denotes the family of all self mappings on X with closed 

graphs.
(3) CG(X) denotes the family of all self continuous mappings on X 

with closed graphs.
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(4) C(X) d리iotes the family of all self continuous mappings on X. 
For X being T2-space, C(X) C G(X) ([3]). In general, we shall be 
dealing with non Hausdorff spaces unless the same is specified.

(5) We say that G(X) or CG(X) is a separating family if for x 
in X there is / e G(X) or / G CG(X) such that f(x)丰 f(y).

Remaining terms and terminologies have been drawn from [2] and 
[이.

PROPOSITION 2.1. X is T\ -space if G(X) is a separating family.
Proof. Let x in X. Then there is / e G(X) such that f(x)尹 

/(!/)■ &om [6] /(x) £ f(Vy) for at least a nbd Vy of y, i.e., there is a 
nbd V}(x)of f(x) such that

%) n f(Vy) = 0 =》厂1(%)) =
Similarly, there exists a nbd Vx of x such that y Vx, i.e., X is Tx- 
space.

PROPOSITION 2.2. X is T2-space if CG(X) is the separating family.
Proof. For z 尹 g 也 X there is / e CG(X) such that f(x)尹 f(y). 

As done in the earlier proposition there exist nbds V}(游 and Vy of J(x) 
and y respectively such that Vy(x)Cl f(Vy) = 0. Again f is continuous 
also so there is a nbd Ux of x such that f(Ux) C 吗⑴ and hence 
f(Ux) Pl f(Vy) = 0. This implies that Ux DVy — 9^)i.e., x and y have 
disjoint nbds, i.e., X is 72-space.

REMARK 2.3. F¥om Proposition 2.2 constant mappings have closed 
graph snd they are continuous and hence CG(X) or G(X) = 0. For 
non HausdorfF spaces, the separating family CG(X) may be empty in 
view of the example given below.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let X be an infinite set equipped with cofinite topol
ogy* Then the separating family CG(X) = 0, for if not so let / € 
CG(X) such that f(y) 丰 /(x) fo호 上 # g in X. Then there ex- 
ist nbds V/(x)of /(x) and* Vy of y such that A f(Vy) = 0 or

= 0. Topology is cofinite so setting /-1(V)(X)) = X—F\ 
and Vy — X — F2 where Fi and 形 are finite subsets of X, we have 
(X - & n (X — F2) = 0. This impHes 用 U 理=X which is a contra
diction for X is infinite and hence the separating family CG(X) = 0.
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3. Algebra of G(X)
Composition of self mappings need not have its graph closed even if 

°ne of the components has its graph closed. Again, if the composition 
has closed graph, it is not implied that its components have closed 
graph.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X = 7근 be the set of real numbers equipped with 
usual topology. Define f : R-^ R as

六)_ J 0, if x is rational 
L 1, if x is irrational,

and g : R t R as

(、J sin 土 if z 关 0 
9(z)= 1 n n

t 0, if x = 0.

g。f has closed g호aph where as its component f is neither continuous 
nor has its graph closed and 나le other component g has closed graph 
but not continuous.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Define f : R T R as considered m the above ex
ample and let I be the identity mapping, fol has not its g 호 aph 
closed where as I being continuous with closed graph and the other 
component f nei산le호 continuous nor with closed g호aph.

Similar such investigation led us to the following results.

Proposition 3.3. Let f € C(X) and g e G(X). Then gofe 
G(X).

Proof. Let y 丰 gof(x) for any pair (z,y) e XxX, i.e., y 尹 p(/(x)). 
9 has closed graph and so there exist a nbd Vy oi y and a nbd Vf(x) 
of /(x) such that Vy D g(Vf(x)) = 0- Again f is continuous so there is 
a nbd Ux of x such that /(Z7X) C V/(r)and hence Vy A g(f(Ux)) = 0, 
i.e., graph of g o f is closed and hence gofe G(X).

Conversely, if the composition of self mappings has closed graph, 
then we have the following propositions.
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let g O f E G(X). Then f E G(X) whenever g 
is a continuous injection.

Proof. For each pair (x,y)金 Gy, y / /(x) =A / g(g) for
g is injection, i.e.)g o J(x) 丰 g(g). g o f has closed graph so there 
exist a nbd W containing g(q) and a nbd U containing x such that 
g o f(U) n vr = 0. So 八U) n g~x(W) = 0. Setting V = g-^W) which 
is open for g is continuous, we have

f(u)n y = 0 个今(u x，)n = 0,

i.e., (x, y) Gf and hence Gf = Gy, i.e., graph of f is closed.

Analogously, it is easy to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 3.5. If g o f e G(X), then g G G(X) whenever f is 
an open surjection.

COROLLARY. If f and g are homeomorphism such that go f G G(X), 
then f and g both belong to G(X)・

We close this article just by proving a result concerning the closed 
graph property in the context of the evaluation mapping. For a topo
logical space X, the evaluation mapping e : X t H{Xf : f E E(X)} 
where each Xf = X defined as V e(x) >/= f(x) for each x 6 X.

PROPOSITION 3.6. The evaluation mapping e has closed graph if 
F(X) = G(X).

Proof, To this end, for each pair e(x) yf >, i.e., they must 
differ in at least one coordinate space say the /-th coordinate space, 
i.e., < e(x) >// yf. Hence J(z)尹 yf. Since f G G(X), there exist 
nbds U and V containing x and y/, respectively, such that

f(u)n u = 0 =》[e(u)]7 nv = 0.

Setting H{Vg : g G F(X)} where Vg ~ V if g = otherwise Vg — Xy 
we have e(U){匕:g G F(X)} = 0, i.e., graph of the evaluation 
mapping e is closed.

We are highly grateful to Dr. D.N. Misra, Director General, State 
Council of Science and Technololgy (M.P.) for his valuable suggestions 
and comments.
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